
Ever considered what trends, artists and mediums collectors were purchasing in 2021 for their personal art collections? As the year comes to a close, we will be highlighting some of the best artworks, artists, and
emerging trends. Sometimes you donâ€™t know it until you see it. We aspire to provide you with a platform to discover things that excite and inspire youâ€”from a promising emerging artist to a new style or medium that
you may have never considered before.Below, are the Best of 2021 by medium: Sculpture, Drawing, Photography, Painting, and Prints. For more ideas, browse our recently sold worksÂ andÂ contact our curatorsÂ who
can help you find similar works in your budget.SculptureSculptures are great pieces to invest into diversity in your personal collection. In 2021 there was a diverse range of large or small, indoor or outdoor sculptures that
bring an element of beauty and intrigue. A standout in sculptures for 2021 is the works by Frans Muhren. Streamer 41 by Frans is a colorful iron sculpture that is hand shaped and welded together to create effortless
curves and forms. Muhrenâ€™s works focus on the contradictions of material and shape, such as heavy and light or convene and concave. Be on the lookout this next year for more sculptures that defy the expected in
either material or subject matter. See more of what our curators selected as Best of 2021: Sculptures here.DrawingDrawings provide a one-of-kind means of accessing an artistâ€™s intimate process. The immediacy and
tactile presence of the medium by nature allows for a unique experience of the viewer to feel as if they are one with the hand of the artist. Cindy Pressâ€™s drawings play on the exploration of light and shadow. Â Press is
inspired by fashion, photography, and popular culture and she references personal issues, sexuality, and gender as a central theme in her work. Her drawings are a highlight for 2021 as her works bring a depth of
storytelling. See more of what our curators selected as Best of 2021: Drawings here.PhotographyPushing the limits of how we view the world around us, photography allows us to see the world from behind the lens of
photographers all over the world. From abstract compositions to self-portraits and breathtaking landscapes, this yearâ€™s best in photography captured the beauty of lifeâ€™s fleeting moments. Simon McCheung is a
photographer from the United Kingdom who pursues surrealist sentiments in his work. Untitled Goose shares influences from McCheungâ€™s childhood with his love for cinema and storytelling, in hopes, to put the viewer
in touch with their subconscious inner child. Photography continues to be a great medium for first-time collectors or those not sure where to begin in collecting. See more of what our curators selected as Best of 2021:
Photography here.PaintingIn 2021 artists have painted in many styles from pop and street art to figurative and landscape works. Ghanaian painter Theophilus Tetteh has amazed collectors in 2021 with his striking
portraits and bold colors. Tetteh tries to convey a sense of hope and assurance in his works so that his pieces are a source of bright light. In particular, he loves to paint the youth, most specifically Black youth and those
that are his close friends- this is what he describes as â€œâ€¦.(being connected) to what I can personally feel through their eyes.â€• Portrait painting was a big trend in 2021 and will continue to be seen in the coming year
as artists capture the connection of life and those around us. See more of what our curators selected as Best of 2021: Paintings here.PrintsPrints are a great way to discover a new style of art-making through etching,
lithograph, screenprint, or woodcuts. In 2021, Barbara Kuebelâ€™s life-sized woodcut print caught the eye of collectors around the world. The Beautiful People Talk is an eye-catching oversized purple print that draws the
attention of the viewer. Upon closer examination, the viewer is able to see the intricate details of the woodcut print on paper. See more of what our curators selected as Best of 2021: Prints here.Love readingÂ about all
things art?Â You can haveÂ articles from Canvas, curated collections, and stories about emerging artists delivered straight to your inbox.Â Sign up for the Saatchi Art Newsletter.Ever wondered what other people are
buying for their personal art collections? Though your tastes may differ, seeing what others are purchasing can help you discover new artists whose works you might not otherwise have considered.Below, meet 5 artists
who have proven to be popular favorites with our collectors.Â For more ideas, browse ourÂ recently sold worksÂ andÂ contact our curators who can help you find similar works in your budget.Virginia ChapuisVirginia
Chapuis draws inspiration from nature to create colorful landscape paintings that subtly combine figurative elements and abstract expressionism. Virginia uses flat brushstrokes and a juxtaposition of rich colors to allow the
natural elements in her paintings to come to life. Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, Virginia has an educational background in agronomic engineering and landscape architecture. In addition to studying painting, she has
also studied sculpture, which is reflected in her painting style. Her work has been exhibited frequently throughout Argentina. See more of Virginiaâ€™s work here.Francisco PalomaresBased in Los Angeles, Francisco
Palomaresâ€™s plein air painting is a documentation of the city&#8217;s urban and natural landscape. Through his detailed depictions of local communities, Francisco creates a visual narratives that encourages the
viewer to experience the social reality of Los Angeles. Francisco received his BFA in Drawing and Painting from California State University, where is was able to study abroad in Italy and China. His work has been
featured in galleries in California, New York, and China. See more of Franciscoâ€™s work here.Zena HollowaySelf-taught artist Zena Holloway is an underwater photographer and bio-designer. With her elegant and
cinematic presentations of the human body in the water as well as her compositions of reefs in seawater, Zena is adept at capturing dynamic images in open water. Zena was born in Bahrain and raised in London. She
lived in Egypt and then the Caribbean for a number of years before qualifying as a PADI instructor and Commercial Diver. Zena has exhibited her work internationally, with solo shows in London, Miami, Netherlands,
Sweden, South Korea, and Russia. See more of Zenaâ€™s work here.Jonathan DucrestJonathan Ducrest is a self-taught photographer based in ZÃ¼rich. Jonathan&#8217;s landscape photography captures human
traces in the absence of people, and through a wonderfully enchanting color palette, he expresses cinematic scenes with a sense of somberness and mystery. Living in New York and Los Angeles for decades before
eventually returning to his homeland in Switzerland, influenced Jonathan&#8217;s exploration of the desolate metropolitan cityscape. Jonathanâ€™s photographs have been featured on notable entertainment networks,
including Disney, Warner Media, and Apple. See more of Jonathanâ€™s work here.Damola AyegbayoBased in Nigeria, self-taught painter Damola Ayegbayo depicts the faces of women in vibrant juxtapositions of color
and expression. Influenced by his mother, Damolaâ€™s unique style celebrates the beauty and power of black women, and provokes viewers to think of their own morality, love, and place in society. Damola holds a BFA
from Obafemi Awolowo University and his work has been featured in galleries throughout London and Nigeria. See more of Damolaâ€™s work here.Love readingÂ about all things art?Â You can haveÂ articles from
Canvas, curated collections, and stories about emerging artists delivered straight to your inbox.Â Sign up for the Saatchi Art Newsletter.â€œBelieve it or not, I can actually draw.â€• &#8212; Jean-Michel BasquiatWith a
fame that endures to this day, Jean-Michel Basquiat explored cultural phenomena throughout his eight-year career. Parallel to European Expressionism, Basquiat is renowned for his graffiti-inspired works imbued with
black identity and robust self-expression.Born in Brooklyn in 1960 to a Haitian father and a Puerto-Rican mother, Basquiat left home at the age of fifteen and took to the streets, immersing himself in Lower East Manhattan
with a group of filmmakers, artists, and musicians. It was during that time he first became known for his graffiti collaboration with Al Diaz, called SAMO &#8212; a series of cryptic and satirical statements on traditional art,
racism, and other cultural and social topics. Stimulated by pop culture and an obsession with poetic expression, Basquiat started painting and drawing in 1981. Basquiat took his street art motifs to the canvas and was
swiftly embraced by the art world for his confluence of collage, graffiti, comic book motifs, mythological themes, and accessible narratives. By 1983 he had been included in the Whitneyâ€™s Biennial exhibition and two
solo shows at Gagosian.Skull-like faces, protruding eyes, and visible teeth are typical motifs in Basquiatâ€™s work. With bold color palettes and unrestrained brushstrokes, his work exudes a strong sense of emotion and
narrative. Basquiatâ€™s work is a mirror that not only expresses his creativity and imagination but also reflects reality and provides a social commentary. Although his work is often described by critics as angry,
controversial, and politically radical, the distortions on Basquiat&#8217;s canvas are the very distortions that exist in contemporary society.Â The young artistâ€™s life ended tragically at the age of twenty-seven, after
having produced thousands of paintings and drawings during his short yet glorious career. Basquiat has undeniably left a remarkable legacy that continues to influence artists and creators today.Nathan PaddisonInspired
by his personal experience, Nathan Paddisonâ€™s paintings are raw and evocative. Echoing Basquiat&#8217;s bold brushstrokes and the use of text, Nathan is adept at depicting figures with exaggerated lines
accompanied by brief yet impactful words. He trusts his imagination completely and leaves his emotions and feelings all on the canvas. See more of Nathan&#8217;s work here.Niki HareSelf-taught artist Niki Hareâ€™s
series of word paintings are recreations of street culture. Just as graffiti cannot be modified, Niki never intentionally controls the destination of the words in her paintings, which are constantly being created and buried.
Each layer of text is recorded on the canvas and highlighted by vibrant fluorescent colors. See more of Niki&#8217;s work here.Bollee PatinoDrawing inspiration from his graffiti background, Bollee Patino brings the same
elements and mediums to the canvas. By utilizing acrylic and spray paint, Bollee fills his canvas with neon-like colors and pop symbols. Unlike Basquiatâ€™s primitive style, Bollee utilizes childhood images and cartoons
to relay a sense of complexity and conflict. See more of Bollee&#8217;s work here.Michael CutlipSimilarly to Basquiat, Michael Cutlip was exposed to artistic endeavors at a young age, and his work is heavily influenced
by graffiti and street art. As a mix media artist, Michael adds collage elements to his paintingsâ€”effortlessly balancing the relationship between color and texture through the skillful manipulation of paint and paper. See
more of Michael&#8217;s work here.Linda O&#8217;NeillAbstract Expressionist artist Linda O&#8217;Neill communicates her therapeutic art practice through multi-layered colors, shapes, and lines. In a staggering
display of layered brushstrokes, Linda paints intuitively with the goal of comforting the viewer and herself. Inspired by nature, Lindaâ€™s paintings are a combination of pure abstraction of the natural landscape and deep,
emotional expression. See more of Linda&#8217;s work here.Love readingÂ about all things art?Â You can haveÂ articles from Canvas, curated collections, and stories about emerging artists delivered straight to your
inbox.Â Sign up for the Saatchi Art Newsletter.Applicants to The Other Art Fair benefit from a juried selection by esteemed art experts. The renowned Selection Committee changes with each edition of the fair to ensure
that a fresh perspective is brought to each selection process. These members of a globally significant art community set the high standard of the fair, ensuring visitors can buy from our artists with the confidence that they
are investing in the very best emerging talent.We are happy to introduce our esteemed Selection Committee for The Other Art Fair London, happening March 10 &#8211; 13, 2022, at the Old Truman Brewery,
Shoreditch.ALESSIO ANTONIOLLIDirector of GasworksAlessio Antoniolli is the Director of Gasworks, where he leads a programme of exhibitions, international residencies and participatory events. He is also the Director
of Triangle Network, a world-wide net
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